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Abstract— Stair is used in buildings for providing platform to 

different floors and roof of a structure. A stair is a series of 

steps with landing or platforms which is installed between 

two floors of a building. These are designed a slab supported 

on walls or beam. The design is generally based on the 

guidelines by different codes. No special treatment is given 

for varying support conditions and shape of the stair slab.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Stair is used in buildings for providing access to pedestrian to 

different floors and roof of a structure. A stair is a series of 

steps with landing or platforms which is installed between 

two floors of a building. These are designed a slab supported 

on walls or beam. The design is generally based on the 

guidelines by different codes. No special treatment is given 

for varying support conditions and shape of the stair slab. The 

behavior of the slab is very difficult to be understood due to 

its geometry. Individual attempt have been made by 

researchers to get an idea about behavior of its geometry 

under different circumstances. The real behavior of the stair 

slab may be obtained by making a prototype and testing it by 

applying various loads at different points. In this work we 

have analyzed helical stair slab of different radii by modeling 

it in ANSYS. 

Various special features of ansys are as follows: 

 It is based on F.E.M analysis. 

 In this method a model is prepaired. 

 Stress is generated and equal stress point represent the 

contour line. 

 By applying different load deflection at different section 

can be draw. 

 Contour line is different at various section.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Staircase is a functional component of a structure; the purpose 

of which is to allow the flow of traffic between floor levels 

within the structure. It is used in structure for providing 

access to pedestrian to different floors and roof of a building. 

Various forms and boundary conditions made the 

characteristic behavior of staircase complex and 

unfortunately exact response of stair slabs under gravity load 

has not been established yet .the work on stair case having 

simple geometry(eg .open well) has been carried out 

extensively however limited research and study in this regard 

was done in fast decades ,for stair case having complex 

geometry like spiral and helical stair case. 

Sadiq and ahmad. [1982][5] Conducted and 

experiment work by testing a full scale single flight stair, 

constructed as per the british code; found that the stair 

sustained 133% of the load corresponding tp the ultimate 

strength without any sign of failure .this fact pointed out that 

even though the british code of practice regarding the design 

of stairs is more liberal than the ACI code, further saving can 

be made. Their study suggested that the stair slab does not 

respond in the same manner as do the simple one way slab 

and it further revealed that a typical stair slab of same 

thickness as designed by British code. 

Skouteropoulou [1987] Carried out analysis of free 

standing stairs of two types using stiffness matrix method, 

each having an axis that makes a 1800 turn in plan. In the 

first, the horizontal projection of the axis consist of a central 

semicircle and two equal straight parts, and in the second, it 

consisted of a straight central part and one quarter-circle at 

each end. The internal forces of the stair were expressed in 

terms of the force vector at its top, and its full (12x12) 

stiffness matrix was constructed in terms of the geometric 

parameters of the stair. The symmetry of the stair made it 

possible to simplify considerably the stiffness matrix and to 

express all of the elements of the latter in terms of only 13 

independent ones. 

Ahmed [1995] carried out finite element 

investigations of two common types of stairs, dog legged and 

open well stairs, supported on structural members spanning 

at right angle to the direction of the flight. Results of finite 

element investigations were compared with the results of 

experimental model for stair slab tested by ahmed (1983) In 

order to establish the characteristic behavior of 

aforementioned stairs, a sensitivity study for the-geometric 

parameters of the stair slab was also carried out. Based on the 

preceding characterized of the stair slab the critical locations 

for moment are identified as; 

 Mid span of the flight, for a positive moment in the 

longitudinal (X) direction. 

 Kink location, for a negative moment in the longitudinal 

direction. 

 Landing slab, a strip adjacent to the kink line of half the 

width of the landing a for moment in lateral direction y. 

Wadud and ahmad [2005] studied on “simple design 

charts for helical stair slabs with intermediate landings “. This 

paper attempts to propose design charts. The theorititical back 

ground arises from Solanki.s (1986) work, which is based on 

the strain energy method. Because of the symmetric nature of 

the slab, four of the six stress resultants at mid span become 

zero. Thus, if the two redundant at mid span can be suggested 

by a design chart, rest of the analysis becomes a statically 

determinate problem. Based on the analytical work, charts 

have been proposed to determine these mid span redundant. 

Different geometric parameters have been considered and 

non- dimensional parameters have been used to derive the 

charts 

Moazzam Aslam [2004] Analyzed two flight dog 

legged stair case by finite element method for two different 

supports conditions. Software programmed STAD PRO was 

used to carry out the finite element analysis; maximum value 

of bending moment, shear force, twisting moment and 

membrane force was obtained. it was observed from the study 
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that the maximum sagging moment obtained from codal 

provisions IS:456-2000 is on conservative side and major 

drawback of codal approach is that it does not provide any 

recommendation for determining the hogging moment and 

twisting moment that also get developed.  

Purser [2004]  Explains that the prescriptive 

approach concentrates on the structural aspects of means of 

escape end acknowledges only in a general sense the point 

that fire hazard and safe escape are basically time dependent. 

It does not consider occupant behaviour in emergencies and 

the time required for occupant responses. Best practice for 

structural design in relation to fire safety their fore takes into 

account the needs of building occupants for structural 

performance. This can be achieved by means of a 

performance based fire safety engineering approach. 

However rasbash et al (2004) mentioned that the 

consequences of inadequate mens of escape have been 

highlighted in a number of incidents in which the absence of 

properly designed escape routs, inediquate protections, 

failure of alarm or warning systems, or some other short 

comings, has resulted in serious loos of lives. 

Yahya Muhammad yatim [2008] Discussed an 

analysis of the effect of this intermediate landing floor on the 

total evacuation time during evacuation in emergency 

situation e.g. fire emergency analysis was done by comparing 

two different stair cases width that is 925 mm design with and 

without intermediate landing floors and 1526 mm design with 

and without intermediate landing floors as well. Evacuation 

simulation software that is SIMULAX was to simulate a 

number of people evacuating the predesigned floor models 

with the different stair case specifications. Total evacuation 

time recorded from those simulation processes are then 

compared with the different taken by the same number of 

people evacuating the models  

Wasique [2008] Analyzed the stair  for few support 

conditions and found considerable difference between the 

analytical results for maximum moments and that obtained 

from conventional method (codal recommendations). He 

analyzed two flight dog legged stair cases by finite element 

method for three different support conditions. Software 

program STAAD. Pro was used to carryout finite element 

analysis. Maximum values of bending moment, twisting 

moment and vertical deflection were obtained from codal 

provision (IS: 456-2000)  is on conservative side and the 

major drawback of codal approach is that it does not provide 

any recommendation for determining the hogging and 

twisting moment that also get developed at different 

locations.  

Shahbaz kausar [2009] Studied of dog legged 

staircase having different support conditions. According to 

study it revels stair slab does not behave like simple one way 

slab even if it is supported on extreme edges as assumed in 

conventional method. Hogging moments developed both in 

longitudinal and transverse direction in different location 

which are not found by conventional method. Landing 

derives noteworthy restraining effect from supporting 

structural elements. Landing span also considerable 

influences the distribution of bending moment. 

A.F.M Saiful amin and S. ahmad [1998] Analysed 

two prototype helical stair slab without any geometric 

idealization. Eight node curved thick shell finite elements 

were used to analysed the prototype helical stair slabs without 

any geometric idealization. The results of finite element 

analysis were compared with those obtained from traditional 

helical girder solution. The comparative investigation 

revealed that helical girder solution largely over estimates the 

vertical moment, lateral moment, lateral shear force and 

thrust along with an under estimation of torsion. The design 

exercise indicated that around 47% saving of the 

reinforcement required in resisting the moments and thrust 

can be achived in finite element approach with an overall 

economy of 17%. The mean objective of their investigation 

was aimed to study the actual behaviour of the helical stair 

slab using finite element approach without any geometric 

idealization and to make a comperative assessment between 

the helical girder solution and the finite element method of 

analysis in terms of economy. 8 node curved thick shell 

element was used for this work as they had performed well in 

developing an economic design basis for dog legged stairs 

and free standing stairs. 

A.F.M Saiful amin and S.Ahmad [1999] Analyzed a 

helical stair using finite element technique. Helical stair slab 

was devided into a number of elements by equidistant radial 

lines and helixes. On the horizontal projection they are 

equidistant radial lines and circular paths respectively. Thus, 

in this process of division, the eight nodes parabolic elements 

require one mid side node on each side. Their fore some radial 

lines pass through mid-side nodes and the others through 

corner nodes. The radial lines which passes through the 

corner nodes as well as mid side nodes can be termed as major 

radial lines. On the other hand, the radial line which only 

passes through mid-side nodes can be termed as minor radial 

lines. In a similar concept the major and minor circular paths 

can be defined. The radial lines at the bottom can be termed 

as the first radial lines, while that at the top can be termed as 

the last radial lines. Similarly, the inner most circular path can 

be defined as the first circular path and the outer most one can 

be defined as the last circular path. The first, last radial lines 

and circular paths denoted the boundry of the structure.                                                   

III. CONCLUSION  

On the study of above mentioned Review paper, following 

conclusion are obtained regarding Ansys: 

 Ansys is used to analyzed any material using finite 

element method. 

 Stadd pro is to used to draw bending moment and shear 

force diagram for any section. 

 For any material we can find stress at any section in any 

direction of material. 

 Using ansys we can find the deflection of beam. 

 Ansys is a software which is used to analyzed any 

material by divided into small parts and this technique is 

known as finite element technique. 
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